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Embedding EnlightenTM in a Website 

Purpose 
Solar installers or system owners can embed an Enlighten visitor view of their system into a website as a sales 
tool or to demonstrate their system. 

Use the HTML iframe command to allow visitors to view an Enlighten system within your website. Visitors do not 
need to log in and will not have access to sensitive administrative areas of Enlighten. 

Instructions 
When you configure Enlighten to allow visitors, visitors will see your system overview page without logging into 
Enlighten. A visitor will NOT have access to your account settings, device details, or events pages. 

• You must be the system owner to perform this step. 
• If visitor access is revoked after embedding the page, Enlighten displays a message indicating that the 

system is unavailable. 

1. To configure Enlighten for visitor access: 

a. Login to Enlighten. 
b. Navigate to the Overview page for your system (or for the system that you wish to allow visitor access). 
c. Click on the Settings link. 
d. Click on the Access panel. 
e. Select the checkbox labeled Allow visitors to my system. 
f. Click Save. 
g. You can confirm privacy settings on the same panel. The Access panel controls the name of the system 

when viewed by visitors. 
h. Copy the link provided for visitor access. You will use it in the next step. 

2. Embed the visitor page on your website. 

The iframe HTML tag allows you to embed content from the Enlighten site into your own (or your client’s) 
website. Embedded data is displayed inside a subwindow of the browser window. 

To embed Enlighten, add an iframe tag to the HTML code of the page where you wish to display 
Enlighten. All modern browsers support the iframe tag. 

 

The following snippet is an example of code that embeds Enlighten in a frame: 

<iframe id="frame1" src="http://enlighten.enphaseenergy.com/public/systems/BxqT67" 
width="100%" height="650" frameborder=”0”></iframe> 

Note: Replace the following http link, 
http://enlighten.enphaseenergy.com/public/systems/BxqT67 

with the link that you copied at the end of step 1h. You can change the width and the height to fit the 
website. Scrollbars automatically appear if the size is set narrower or taller than the values set. Enlighten does 
not zoom to fit the size set in the iframe frame. 
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Example 
For an example of Enlighten embedded in a frame, visit the following site: 

http://www.wholesalesolar.com/enphase-enlighten-demonstration.html 

http://www.wholesalesolar.com/enphase-enlighten-demonstration.html
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